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C band radar images of ocean gravity waves off the Norwegian coast were processed into
one-dimensionalazimuth spectra. These spectra were used to measure the azimuth spectral (width)
cutoff on the basis of a least squaresfit to a Gaussian spectral shape. The widths were calculated for
a range of wave heights (2-5 m) and wind speeds(2-18 m/s) during 3 days in March, 1988. Velocity
smearing(rrv) estimateswere extracted,independentof R/V and incidenceangle,basedon an imaging
model and the measuredazimuth cutoffs with cry values varying from 0.4 to 0.7 m/s. Quantitative
velocity smearing estimates are important as input to models describing the distortion in wave
imagery. We propose a first-order model which neglectsvelocity bunchingfor ocean swell with peak
wavelengths longer than about 250 m. This model is offered as a first estimate of when ocean wave
swell will be detected by the C band SAR on board the ERS 1 spacecraft.The model predicts that this
swell will be imaged under light winds of the order of 2-4 m/s. Higher wind speeds cause larger
smearing, which may result in significant distortion of the imaged swell provided that the swell is
traveling near the direction of the spacecraft ground track.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Airborne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) measurements
were acquired off the coast of Norway in March 1988 during
the Norwegian Continental Shelf Experiment (NORCSEX
'88). These C band SAR imagesdetected wave patterns over
a variety of ocean wave and wind conditions. The wave
heightsvaried from 2 m to 5 m, and wind speedsvaried from
2 m/s to 25 m/s during the experiment. The surfacemeasurements included four directional wave buoys providing both
ocean wave and wind field information.

The radar backscatter is usually modeled by a two-scale
Bragg-scattering model. This model means that the backscattered field is not represented by individual infinitesimal
scattering sources. However, it can be modeled by the
resonantreturn at a singleocean wave number. The smallest
area over which this resonance can occur, called a facet, is
small compared with the radar resolution cell size. The
gravity wave image formation and distortion is causedby a
combination of mechanisms, including tilt modulation, hydrodynamic modulation, velocity bunching, and velocity
smearing (azimuth cutoff). The first three of these mechanisms can be described by a linear modulation transfer
function over a limited range of ocean and radar conditions.
This linearity allows an estimate of the directional wave
spectrum from the image spectra in a straightforward manner [e.g., Vesecky and Stewart, 1982; Hasselmann et al.,
1985]. However, it is now generally agreed that nonlinearities due to the surface motion often complicate the extraction of the directional spectrum [e.g., Briining et al., 1988].
The SAR measurements of ocean waves are usually in
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agreement with surface wave measurements when the ocean
waves are traveling near the range direction or when other
conditionsare satisfied,for example, when the ratio of radar
range (R) to platform velocity (V) is small. At other times,
the SAR-derived directional wave spectrum is distorted with
the ocean

wave

number

vector

rotated

toward

the

radar

range direction. A correction can be applied to these rotated
spectraprovided that the rotation is not too large. However,
a quantitative estimate of the velocity smearing that causes
this distortion is required before such a correction can be
applied.
Image distortions due to surface motion are separated into
two mechanisms, velocity smearing and velocity bunching.
Velocity smearing is caused by random radial velocities,
sensitiveto ocean wavelengths of about 1 m to 10 m, the size
of a degraded radar resolution cell. Velocity smearing is
typically the most important of the two mechanisms. The
azimuth spectral cutoff crk is directly related to the scene
coherence time of the radar. This cutoff and a model are used

to extract the velocity smearing crv, which is inversely
related to this coherence time. Velocity bunching causes a
wavelike pattern and/or distortion in the image, depending
on the relative amount of velocity bunching. The bunching
shifts the azimuth position of adjacent resolution cells due to
the coherent orbital motion of the long-wave advected
facets. The velocity bunching over a limited range of ocean
and radar parameters is a linear mapping. The orbital acceleration of the long waves is not considered, since it is a
second-order effect [Alpers and Briining, 1986].
Several scientists have investigated velocity smearing.
Beal et al. [1983] reported smearing linearly dependent on

the R/V ratio and a squareroot dependenceon Hi/3 . Tucker
[1985] characterized the smearing in terms of a azimuth
low-pass filter, modeled by a Gaussian shape. Alpers and
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Briining [1986] extended this model, giving a surface wind
speed dependence under certain conditions, in addition to

TABLE

1.

Aircraft SAR Radar Parameters Used for Spectral
Processing

the R/V andH•/3 dependencies.These modelsall rely on the
random

motion

of radial

facet

velocities

within

Nadir Narrow
Swath

a radar

resolution cell. Lyzenga et al. [1985] analyzed waves in
water and ice, clearly showing both nonlinear velocity
bunching and velocity smearing. Nonlinear velocity bunching causesharmonics in azimuth wave number. Ocean wave
harmonics have not been observed in SAR imagery, implying they are always attenuated by the smearing (azimuth
spectral cutoff).
In the present work, the two-dimensional intensity wave
spectra are averaged in the range coordinate to create
one-dimensional azimuth spectra. This processing also includes intensity normalization and a system impulse correction. The one-dimensional spectra are approximated by a
Gaussian low-pass filter using a least squaresfit to obtain a

Wide Swath

Swath width

16.4 km

63 km

Radar resolution*

6 m x 6 m

10 m x 20 m?

Pa (azimuth) x Pr (slant range)
Sample spacing •x
Sample spacing • r

3.89 m
4m

6.22 m
15.7 m?

*The radar resolution Pa is based on seven looks.
?Given is ground range (y).

The aircraft SAR operated in two modes: narrow swath
with ground range coverage of 16 km, and wide swath with
coverage of 63 km. The multilook radar resolution, given in
spectral width rrk, which is inversely proportional to the Table 1, is 6 m in azimuth by 6 m in slant range for the
velocity smearing, rrv. A model for the radar-extracted narrow swath and 10 m in azimuth by 20 m in ground range
velocity smearing is developed which includes a correction for the wide swath. The radar signalsare digitally recorded
for the radar incidence angle dependence. A first-order using 4096 range cells for each mode.
model, including the incidence angle correction, is applied to
the European Space Agency remote sensingsatellite (ERS 1)
3.
IMAGING MODEL
spaceborne SAR to estimate when it will image ocean wave
swell. The relationship between velocity smearing, and
The model used to relate the ocean wave to image spectra
ocean surface wind speed is examined.
is the two-scale Bragg scatteringmodel used in conjunction
with velocity-smearing and velocity-bunching models. This
model has been described in detail by others [e.g., Alpers
2.
EXPERIMENT
DESCRIPTION
and Rufenach, 1979; Rufenach and Alpers, 1981; Alpers et
NORCSEX '88 contained several remote-sensing and in al., 1981; Hasselmann et al., 1985; Lyzenga, 1988].
situ instruments assembled to investigate SAR imaging of
The model assumes (1) that backscattering can be repreocean features including ocean waves. The remote-sensing sentedby two-scale Bragg scattering, (2) that backscattering
instruments include the Canadian CV-580 aircraft configured facets are random variables, and (3) that motion contribuwith a C band (f0 = 5.3 GHz) SAR [Livingstoneet al., 1987] tions are described by a two-scale SAR model. The SAR
and a radar altimeter on board the Geosat spacecraft. The model is separated into two parts: ocean wavelengths
radar altimeter measures spatial variations in wave height shorter than twice the radar resolution and wavelengths
and surface wind along the spacecraft ground track every 7 longer than twice the radar resolution. Smearing is causedby
waves
km. The directional wave buoys are spaced about 100 km random radial velocities of the intermediate-scale
apart, providing temporal and spatial variations of surface (wavelengths of about 1-10 m). Bunching is caused by the
wave and wind field every 3 hours.
coherent radial velocities of the long wavelengths, say, peak
The aircraft SAR accumulated data for a total of 28 hours
wavelengthsof 100-300 m. The total mean squareintensity is
over 6 days between March 11 and March 28, 1988. The the sum of these two mechanismsprovided the real aperture
radar was configured with vertical transmit and receive (tilt and hydrodynamic) modulation is negligible. The wave
polarizations and a seven-look real-time digital processor. number regionsin the two-scale SAR model are illustrated in
Multilooking radars usually sum in intensity. The Canadian Figure l a. A pictorial illustration of the superposition of
radar summed seven looks in amplitude to form each image. velocity bunching and smearing is given in Figure lb. The
These amplitude values are squared during postflight pro- scattering surface is represented by the rectangular radar
cessingto obtain the intensity image. Squaring of the ampli- cells at A. Velocity bunching is represented by systematic
tude sum can introduce cross-modulation products that azimuthal shifts to adjacent radar cells at B. Velocity smeardistort the image. The intensity modulation is adequately ing is represented by random motion within a cell in C
represented by the amplitude summed imagery on the three causing smearing across several cells. Furthermore, we
days analyzed, since the normalized modulation (the ratio of assumethat scanning, based on gravity waves traveling near
the rms intensity to the mean intensity) was less than 0.3. the range direction, distorts the direction in which the waves
Furthermore, workers at the Foundation of Applied Re- are traveling [Rufenach et al., this issue]. The maximum
search at the University of Troms½ (FORUT) in Norway
directional distortion occurs near the spectral peak, about
have compared one-look (amplitude squared) with seven- 10ø, with negligible distortion in ocean wavelength.
look (amplitude squared) image spectra for March 11. They
Thetwo-dimensional
intensityspectrum
Si(kx, ky) canbe
show good agreement with spectral peak and shapebetween represented as the product of three functions; a low-pass
the one- and seven-look

results for a number

of radar-ocean

wave geometries. These results include one-dimensional
spectra along the direction the ocean waves were traveling
and the associated two-dimensional spectra (H. Johnsen,
FORUT, private communication, 1990).

filterF(kx)l2 a SARtransfer
function
RSAR(kky)l2 and
'

X'

'

the directionalwave heightspectrumSw(kx, ky). This
intensity spectrum is given [e.g., Lyzenga, 1988], by

Si(kx,my)--o-021F(kx)l
2RSAR(kx,
ky)12Xw(kx,
my) (1)
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G2(O,•b)= cos2 0 + sin20sin2 •b

SAR Two-Scale Model
Intermediate

Long
Waves

(a)

•, •..

I•

where RS^R = RS^R + RB, RR^R is the modulation

i

measured
bya realaperture
radar,andRBisthemodulation

i
i

causedby velocitybunchingas measuredby SAR.
Theradarsamples
temporalfrequencies
alongthex direc-

i

tion,Wx= Vkx, wheretheplatformvelocityis largerthan

Separation
W•venumber

Sl(k)

i

other velocitiesof oceansurfacemotion. However, this does
not mean that surface motions can be ignored. The one-

i

dimensional
intensityspectrum
in thex directionis givenby

i

Si(kx)-p

k'SA
R

(4)

Themodulation
transfer
function
(MTF)isIRSAR(kx,
ky)l2,

Waves ..._ Short
Waves

....
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Si(kx, mr)dkr

(5)

kc kBRAGG

wheretheslantrange(kr) integration
is orthogonal
to thek•
direction.Equation(5) is equivalent
to the averaging
of the
two-dimensional
spectraaccomplished
duringprocessing
to
obtain a one-dimensionalspectrum. A one-dimensional
waveheightspectrum
andmodulation
transferfunctioncan

Wavenumber--k(rad/m)

be defined similarly.
We assume that the radar cross section is constant or,

equivalently,
thatthemodulation
portion
ofRR^Risnegligiblysmallin the k• directionfor a givenkr. Thisis true
provided
that&0= 90ø,where&0isthepeakwavedirection
definedwith respectto k•. Indeed,the real modulation
is
maximum
in therangedirectionandminimumin theazimuth
direction[e.g., Alperset al., 1981;Briininget al., 1988].
Fig. 1. (a) Two-scale
SARmodelindicating
spectral
scales
for

Substituting(1) into (5), one obtains

the differentwave numberregions.For a C band(5.66cm) radar,

IF(kx)12
= Si(kx)/[rr•lgB(kx)12Sw(k•,)]
(6)

kp< k•^R< kc< kBRAGG,
where
kpisthepeakwavenumber

k•ARis thetwo-scale
separation
wavenumber
(½r/p•),kc is the
spectral
breakpointwhichsatisfies
thetwo-scale
Braggconditions,whereIRSAR(k)I
2
andkBR^GG
= 4•r sin(0)/0.0566
m. The hatched
areaindicates transfer function,

2 is the velocity-bunching

intermediate-scale
waves. (b) Pictorial illustrationof velocity

bunching
andvelocitysmearing
indicating
azimuth
shiftscaused
by
radialvelocities.The radar-scattering
surfaceis depictedby A, the
shiftsdueto velocitybunching
by B, andtherandomshiftswithina
resolutioncell (smearing)by C, after Tucker[1985].

gKxLrl(O
)
IR•(k•)l2= (R/V)2-'-3•w2
and

Ij•(0) =
whererr0 is theradarcrosssection
perunitarea,kx is the

(7a)

(COS
2 0 + ky2/k
2 sin2 0) dky

(7b)

wave numberin the platformvelocitydirection(azimuth

where
sin2qb:ky2/k
2, k2= k•2+ ky
2andweusetheground

filter given by

dentof kx onthebasisof thedominant
wavestraveling
near

ky in (7b) ratherthantheslantrange
direction),
ky is the wavenumber
in the ground
range rangewavenumber
independirection,
and IF(k)l 2 is the velocity-smearing
low-passwavenumberkr. Equation(7b) is approximately

IF<kOI
== exp(-kx2/O-•)

therange
direction,
qb0
= 90ø;
i.e.,G2(0,qb)
= cos
20+ sin2
(2)

0 - 1. Thisdependence
is discussed
in moredetailbelow.
Equation
(7a) isvalidforlinearvelocitybunching
where9 is

where•rk = 1/O'x(O)= 1/(R/V)o'v(O)
is the rmsspectral the accelerationof gravity.
width,•rx(0) is the rmsspatialwidth,R is the slantrange An analyticformfor theintrinsicvelocitysmearing
rrvin
distanceto the surface,and V is the platformvelocity.The

termsof the radar extractedvelocity smearing•rv(0) can be

velocitysmearing,O'v(O),is the rms radialfacetvelocity calculated,
providedthatan analyticalformfor the intermewithin a degradedresolutioncell, givenby

(O.v(O))2f••'f•
' 2(
=

diate scale directional wave spectrum is available. The
directionalwave spectrumis assumed,

2

G O, cb)Sw(w,ok)to do dcb

'S^R

(3)

Sw(w, ok)= Sw(w)D(ck,Cko)

(8)

functionD is independent
of
where
•AR = (gk•AR)1/2
istheseparation
frequency
ofthe wherethedirectionalspreading

is reasonable
over the limitedfretwo-scaleSAR model, k•AR is the corresponding
wave •o.This approximation
waves.The extracted
numberseparation,
theprimesignifies
a degraded
resolution quencyrangeof intermediate-scale

O'v(O)is thengivenby a productof the
parameter,
qbistheazimuth
anglewithrespect
tothekxaxis, velocitysmearing
intermediate-scale
geometric
factor•Ji(0, qb0)
andtheveloccosqb= kx/k,0istheradar
incidence
angle,
andG2(O,
is thegeometric
factorfor thelongoceanwaves,givenby ity smearing•rv,
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o'v(O) = Gi(O, qbo)O'v

(9)

1.1

where crvis independentof 0 and 4•0,and crvand %(0) are
independentof R/V. The geometricfactor G(0, &) averaged
over all azimuth angles is

Gi(O, qb0)=

1.0

,_.

G2(0, qb)D(qb,
qb0)dqb

(10)

0.9

Range Waves

Ir,.q0.8

4)0= 90ø

0.7

and the velocity smearingcrvis expressedas

Azimuth Waves

4)0 = 0o

2

Sw(w)w
2 dw

(11)
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where the prime indicates the degraded resolution, usually
definedin terms of degradedazimuth resolutionp• which is
inverselyproportionalto ft•^ R. A spectralform for Sw(w) is
assumed [Donelan et al., 1985; Banner, 1990],

Fig. 2. Geometricfactor Gi(0, &0) for intermediate-scalegravity waves based on two different directional distributions: (1)
isotropic, D(0) = 1/2 rr, correspondingto the middle curve, and (2)

D(O, &) = (4/3rr)cos4 [(& - &0)/2],corresponds
to thetopcurve
(&0 = 90ø)and the bottom curve (&0 = 0ø)ß

Sw(oO)
= a(U)#2oo
-5
D(4>,4>0)=f(s)cos2s((•b- 4>0)/2)

(12)
(13)

where a(U) --- U, a • 0.01 for a fully developed sea, U is
the surface wind speed, g is the acceleration of gravity, and
f(s) is a normalizing factor such that the integration of the
angular wave spectrum is 1. Substituting (13) into (10) for s
= 0 gives

(7•(0)= cos2 0 + 0.5sin2 0

(14)

where D(4•, 4•0) = 1/2rr is an isotropicdirectionaldistribution. In comparison, s = 2 gives

= cos2 0 + 0.5sin2 0 sin2 &0- 0.08333
sin2 0 cos2&0
(•)

whereD(&, &0)= (4/3•r)cos• [(&- &0)/2].In bothofthese
cases (s = 0, 2) the radar-extracted velocity smearing is a
function of incidence angle, and for the case s = 2 the
maximum smearing occurs when the intermediate waves are
traveling in the range direction, &0 = 90ø. Indeed, the
velocity smearing is dependent on the direction the intermediate waves are traveling provided that the waves have a
preferred direction of travel as illustrated in Figure 2.
Substituting (12) into (11) gives

A two-dimensionalrectangular wave number spectrumfor

thelongoceanwaves,Sw(kx,ky), is appropriate
for SARin

orderto estimate
IF(kx)l2 fromequation
(6).We select,for
the moment, a spectral form
2

2

2

2

-8/2

Sw(kx,ky)= Ck[1q-Cxkx + Cyky]

(17)

to illustrate the decrease by 1 of 8 from a two-dimensional
spectrum to a one-dimensional spectrum. The asymptotic
wave number index corresponds to a two-dimensional Phillips spectrumwhen 8 = 4, where 8 is the power law index.
Following ($), we obtain

Sw(kx)
=f-•o•
Sw(kx'
my)
dky

(18)

substituting
(17)into(18)andassuming
thatCy variesslowly
withthe integration
variableky,
Sw(kx)=

2 2 -(8-•)/2

+ Cxkx]

(19)

Thus the asymptotic power law index for the onedimensional spectrum is 8 - 1 instead of 8, where 8 - 1 = 3
for a one-dimensionalPhillips asymptotic spectrumas given
crv• 1.25ai(U) l/2(p•)1/2
(16) in (19).
On the basis of dimensional analysis, the one-dimensional
where ai(U ) is a intermediate-scaleparameter increasing spectral density decreases with increasing wave number as
with wind speed based on an equilibrium spectrum [Banner, kff3,
1990]. However, at a sufficiently high wind speed, the
spectrum saturates; then
Sw(kx)
= Cxk-3
(20)

0.112(p•)1/2.Equation
(16)is consistent
withAlpersand
Briining[1986]whenf•p <

SAR,wherelip is thedominant Substituting(20) into (6) results in a filter width crk = crik

longwave frequency. We consider this as the relevant approximation for essentially all open ocean SAR measurements. Indeed, a fetch of a few kilometers under light wind,
about 6 m/s, is sufficientto generatewaves with wavelengths

of intermediate
scale,about1 to 10 m. Therefore,lip <
Ilia R is essentiallyalways satisfiedin the open ocean. The
growth rate can be calculated using the fetch-limited relationship with u, = U10/25 [e.g., Phillips, 1977].

(where O'ik is one-dimensional intensity width), since

lRB(kx)12Sw(kx)
= constant.The measured
one-dimensional wave number value is 8 - 1 • 3, consistent with (20)
and Schule et al. [1971].
Equations (6) and (14) are used in the next section to

estimatevelocity smearing crv, using the measuredazimuth

intensityspectrumSi(kx), where % = o-i• on the basisof

Sw(kx)orkff3.
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4.

The measurements

DATA

ANALYSIS

were selected
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0

(a)

such that the observed

peak range angle was always less than about 5ø. That is, the

intrinsicpeakrangeangle 4>0- 90øis lessthanabout15øon
the basis of a maximum scanningdistortion of 10ø. However,
this directional (range angle) distortion is much smaller than
10ø for the analysis in the present work, since the relevant
ocean wavelengths are much shorter than the peak values.
This 5ø criterion lessens the nonlinearity of velocity bunching. The importance of minimizing the nonlinearity of velocity bunching is not known. However, Lyzenga [1988] has
shown that smearing and velocity bunching are separable
even for nonlinear velocity bunching. This suggeststhat the
filter width can be extracted from the imagery over a wide
range of radar configurations and sea conditions.
The subimage spectra were calculated using 512 x 512
samples in the narrow swath mode (resolution) •ikx 0.0032 rad/m) and 512 x 1024 samples in the wide swath

R/V = 113.4

-15
0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08.

0.10

0.12

0.

Wavenumber--Kx (rad/m)

(b)

mode (&kx - 0.00197 rad/m). Three subimageswere analyzed at near, mid, and far ranges for each processingarea.
This allowed a check on the internal consistency of the rms
smearing. This consistency check is possible because crv
should not change with R/V ratio. The one-dimensional

u• -10-

azimuth spectra, Si(kx) , were calculatedby averaging64
pixels (&kr = 0.00153 rad/m) in the slant range coordinate
centered on the peak wave number. The spatial sampling
size is given in Table 1.
The azimuth spectra were obtained by first, normalizing
the image intensity by calculating its zero mean intensity

SAR Image
I(x,y)

Calculate Ratio of

S•(kx)/IRaI• Sw(k
x)
--> L.P. Azimuth

FilterShape,

IF(kx)l
Select Linear
Transfer Function

Case and Calculate

PowerSpectrum

LeastSquare

=>Sl(kx,ky)

Gaussian Fit

=> o k

Range Average 64
Pixels Near

SpectralPeak
=>S•(kx)

Calculation

SAR Velocity

SmearingOv

-15

0.000

i

0.005

i

!

0.010

0.015

i

0.020

i

0.025

i

0.030

0.035

Wavenumber--Kx (rad/m)

Fig. 4. (a) Example of azimuth spectral density using (bottom)
R/V = 196.4 and (top) R/V = 113.4 for March 14, pass4. The S/C
ratio is about 13 dB for both spectra, where S is the spectral density
of the signaland C is the spectral density of the clutter. (b) Gaussian
least squaresfit (solid line) to the azimuth spectraldensity, R/V =
196.4 (midrange) example, in Figure 4a. The filter width is rrk =
0.0217 + 0.0004 rad/m, and the correlation coefficient is R = 0.98.

variation divided by its mean, (I - (I))/(I); second, range
averaging the spectral values; and third, correcting for the
impulse responseof the radar using a quadratic approximation to the high kx values. Figure 3 illustratesthe method of
analysis. The analysis method was applied to the wave
imagery acquired on March 14, 17, and 20 for gravity waves
traveling near the range direction. An example of the onedimensionalspectra taken on March 14, pass 4, is shown in
Figure 4a. The spectra are plotted on semilog coordinates
for the near (R/V = 113.4) and mid (R/V = 196.4) areas of
the swath. The width of these azimuth spectra were estimated by a least squares fit to a Gaussian spectral shape as
shown in Figure 4b. Equations (21) and (14) were used to
estimatethe velocity smearingcrvfrom the spectral width
.,

O'k .

The measured azimuth spectra Si(kx) were divided by
ImpulseResponse
Correction

=>S•(kx)

RB(kx)12Sw(kx)
to extractestimates
of the low-pass
filter
F(kx)2 asa function
of kx (seeequations
(2)and(6)).Two
formsof Sw(kx)were assumed,k•-3 and the PiersonMoskowitz spectrum [Pierson and Moskowitz, 1964] with a
low-wave-number cutoff designatedas k0. We found that crv

andF(kx)l2 weresensitive
tothiscutoffforsomeofthedata
analyzed, causing scatter in O'v as a function of R/V and
Fig. 3.

Block diagram of spectral analysismethod used to estimate
velocity smearingrrv.

lower correlation coefficients. Furthermore,
difficult

to determine

whether

we found it

this low-wave-number

scatter
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TABLE 2.
Range
Far
Mid
Near

*Collation

Sample rrv Results Using March 20, Pass 1, Measurements

R/V

0,
deg

rrk,
rad/m

rms
Error

r*

rrv(0),
m/s

155.3
116.4
89.1

71.9
65.4
56.9

0.0122
0.0157
0.0217

-+0.0007
-+0.0009
-+0.0034

0.93
0.904
0.982

0.528
0.547
0.534

rrv,
m/s

S/C,
dB

Gi(O)*

15
19
20

0.74
0.77
0.81

0.714
0.714
0.662

coefficient.

?IJ/2(0)= cos2 0 + 0.5sin2 0.

in IF(kx)[2 wascaused
bychanges
in k0or •b0.Wetherefore asymptotic power law index •i - 1 and the low-wave-number
select
kff3asthewavenumber
variation
inthepresent
work. cutoff are also possible sources of error. We varied the
Eachindividual
extracted
IF(kx)l2 wasexamined
for devia- power law index 5 as a sensitivity check for a number of
tion from the low-pass Gaussian variation by plotting the
measurementsand the fit on the same plot (see Figure 4b).
The first three or four kx values were ignored in the least
squaresfit if significant deviation was observed. That is, the
difference

between

the measurements

and fit at these first

few points is large compared with the higher values of kx.
We feel that this procedure results in realistic first-order
estimates of the velocity smearing based on

rrv = 1/(R/VrrkGi(O ))

(21)

subimages.Indeed, the directional spreadingfunction D is
dependent on k near the peak wave number, but the exact
form is not well known [Banner, 1990]. Typical errors were
5% for •i - 1 = 3 + 0.5. We do not expect the direction
spreadingnear the peak to causeerrors much largerthan 5%.
We estimatethe total error to be lessthan 10% provided that
the measurements

are not near

wind

frontal

boundaries

and/orthe smearingr% doesnot changemore than 10%with
R/V.

Three subimages processed on March 20 illustrate the
method. They show essentiallya constantvalue of r% for the
three R/V ratios, r% • 0.7 m/s (see Table 2). The r%
estimates assume an isotropic directional function given by
(14). The internal consistencyfor the constancyof r% with
Several factors can contribute to errors in the estimate of
R/V provides confidence in the method. However, some of
r%. First, the accuracy of the least squaresfit is dependent the other subimagesprocessedshow a decreasein r% with
on kmin,where kmin is the break point between the spectral increasingR/V of up to about 15% (see, for example, Figure
10). The average value of the near and mid range was used
density of the signal (S) and the density of the clutter (C)
background, or speckle. An increaseof a few samplingwave when this decrease was present.
The reliability of this analysis method can be investigated
number widths, •ikx = 2rr/(512 •ix), in kmin can underestimate the smearingby up to about 5%, whereas a decreasein by comparisonwith another independent method. Johnsen
wave number of a few samplingwidths had little or no effect et al., [this issue]used another method to estimate r% from
provided the signal-to-clutter ratio is S/C > 10 dB. Second, the March 11 imagery. However, it requires two R/V ratios
the regression fit varies with a correlation coefficient from at the same subimageprocessingarea, which unfortunately
about 0.8 to 0.99, with 1.0 being a perfect fit. The goodness requires two aircraft flights along the same path at two
of the fit describeshow well the low-passfilter approximates altitudes. These two methods gave comparable results.
a Gaussian shape, which is an indicator of the model
The r% values are also compared with (16) using the
validity. Third, the accuracy of the imaging model, including results from March 20. As given in Table 3, r% varies from
the two-scale Bragg-scattering assumptions, can cause er- 0.45 to 0.7 m/sbasedon (6) while r% • 0.3 m/s basedon (16)
rors, especially near atmospheric wind fronts where the with p• = Pa • 6 m. One possible explanationwhy (16)
winds are highly variable and at times of high winds and underestimates the measurements is that the radar resolution
waves. Indeed, the intrinsic lifetime of the Bragg short should include the effects of ocean wave motion. The
waves may bias the smearing. Fourth, the validity of the appropriate resolution is then the degraded resolution given
one-dimensional wave height spectral form including the by(II•^R)2 = #k•^R= rr/p•andp• > 6 m wheretheprime

provided the measurementsare not near atmosphericfronts
and the extracted rrv are independentof R/V. Equation (21)
is obtained by substituting (9) into (2). A discussionof these
conditions and their associated errors are given below.

TABLE 3.

SAR-Derived Velocity Smearingrrv
Incidence

Date

Pass

March 14
March 17

4
4

March

1

20

rrv,
m/s
0.37
0.4
0.45-0.7

Angle 0,*
deg
80
70
60

Gi(O)?
0.7
0.7
0.8

Hi/3,
m

U,
m/s

Pax Pr,
mx m

1.95
2.2õ
3.6-4.69

2.05
5.3õ
6-18

10 x 20
10 x 20
6 x 6

*Approximate value.

?IJ/2(0)cos2 0 + 0.5 sin2 0.
$Values calculated using buoy 2 data at 1645 UT within about 20 km and 10 min of the SAR
measurement.

õValues interpolated between buoy 1 at 08:45 and 11:45 GMT within about 20 km of the SAR
measurement.
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Fig. 5. Plan view of aircraft SAR and Geosat altimeter coalignedpaths on March 20, 1988, off the coast of Norway.
The locations of pitch and roll buoys 1 and 4, oil platform "West Delta," and the atmospheric frontal boundary are
indicated. The arrow near buoy 2 indicates the aircraft flight direction for pass 1. The aircraft flight was in the opposite
direction for pass 2 about 1 hour later.

indicates degraded resolution rather than the stationary
resolution. This interpretation means that (11) is a nonlinear
integral equation, sincerrv(11•^R) dependson the lower limit

along the path on March 20, as illustrated in Figure 5. The
Geosat radar altimeter measured the significant wave height
and the nadir (vertical incidence) radar cross section every 7

of integration,11•^R.Indeed, both the smearingand bunch-

km. The cross section has been used to estimate

ing can degrade the resolution. This interpretation appears
reasonable, since the total mean square intensity is the sum
of the smearing and bunching if the tilt and hydrodynamic
modulationsare ignored. Therefore if 11•^R decreases(p•
increases), the smearing increases and the bunching modulation decreases provided that the spectral density near
11•^R does not changemuch.
Smearing measurements were analyzed for 3 days in
March 1988. The o¾estimatesfor these three days are given
in Table 3. The radar was operated in the wide swath mode
on March 14 and 17, and the narrow swath mode on March
20 as indicated by the radar resolution in Table 3. The wave
heights and surface winds varied from 2 to 4.7 m and 2 to 18
m/s during the 3 days selectedfor measurement.The velocity smearingr% varied from 0.4 to 0.7 m/s for these 3 days.
This quantitative result is an important input to models of
wave image distortion. Any inferred wind speeddependence
of r% estimates within ___8
km of the frontal boundary are
suspect, as is discussedbelow.

wind speed [e.g., Brown, 1979]. Two directional wave buoys
were located near each end of the SAR pass. These buoys
measured winds and waves, while an oil platform measured
winds. All of the ground-basedmeasurementswere acquired

5.

GEOSAT UNDERFLIGHT

MEASUREMENTS

The aircraft SAR was flown along the Geosat spacecraft
ground track and over two directional wave buoys aligned

at 3-hour

the surface

intervals.

The smearing was analyzed at three areas coaligned along
the aircraft and spacecraftpaths, equally spaced about every
50 km south from the frontal boundary, six areas within 8 km
of the boundary, and four equally spaced areas north from

the boundary. The variation of rrv at these locations as a
function of geographic latitude is shown in Figure 6a for pass
1, where the aircraft was flying northwest. The rrv values
along the path show values near 0.53 m/s, followed by
scatter in the values near the boundary then followed by an

increasingrrv out to a maximum (rrv • 0.6 m/s) near 65.7øN,
with decreasingrrv for the remaining values. The aircraft
also flew (pass 2) about one hour later in the opposite
direction, with a slightly shorter path so that measurements
at the end points in pass 1 were not available for pass 2. The
resultsof the extracted rrv for pass 2 are similar to pass 1 as
given in Figure 6b. The large scatter in rrv estimatesnear the
atmospheric frontal boundary as discussedin the next section.
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The variationof H1/3 and surfacewind speedalongthe

0.0 I

SAR path is shown in Figure 6c. These values were extracted from the Geosat altimeter and SAR cross section
measurements.

The SAR

wind results assumed a wind

dependence
givenby Kelleret al. [1989],namely,a power
law index of 1.5. The buoy and the altimeterwindssouthof

theboundary
wereusedto calibratethewindspeedfromthe
relative cross section measurements of the SAR. Further-

more,it wasassumed
thatthewinddirectiondidnotchange
more than 20ø near the frontal boundaryexcept at the
boundary. This is consideredreasonable on the basis of the

oil platformmeasurements
of thewindas shownin Figures
6d and 11. The winddirectionmeasurements
frombuoy4

E

-6.0 -

are suspectbecauseof the large scatter in the direction,
greater than 100ø over 3-hour intervals.

The large discrepancybetween the Geosat and SAR
extracted wind speedis unexpected.The half-width of the
low wind regionalongthe front is about40 km basedon the
SAR crosssection.The antennafootprintfor Geosatis of the
order of 10 km; therefore it should have detected the

SAR-extractedlargedecreasein wind speedprovidedthat
the atmosphericattenuationor rain acrossthe frontal boundary were not biasing the measurement.

FrontalBoundary

-lO.O

-8.0

-6.0

-4.0

-2.0

0.0

I

I

I

I

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

Oistance--x(km)

Fig. 7. Variationof meanintensity(SAR crosssection)across
We considerthe threemeasurement
areasspaced50 km theatmospheric
frontalboundary
onMarch20, 1988.Theboundary
apartsoutheast
of thefrontto investigate
thevariation
of rrv signatureis a steplikeincreasein intensitywith wind speed.
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Fig. 8. Synthetic aperture radar image at the atmospheric front of March 20, 1988, off the coast of Norway. The
steplike increase in the intensity background acrossthe boundary as shown in Figure 7 correspondsto the bright-dark
boundary in the image. The three rectangular areas on each side of the front indicate the approximate locations of the
subimagesused in the analysis. These areas correspond to R/V = 89.1, 116.4, and 155.3 and 0 = 56.9ø, 65.4ø, and.
71.9 ø.

with significantwave heightH•/3 . The three valuesof rr• are
nearly constantfor H1/3 varying from 3.6 m to 4.3 m. The
limited range of these measurements are insufficient to
establishany dependenceor lack thereofon H•/3. Additional
smearingmeasurementsare needed using coalignedaircraft
SARs and spacecraft altimeters to investigate the smearing
variation with wave height.
6.

ATMOSPHERIC

FRONT MEASUREMENTS

Atmospheric fronts are easily detected as boundary signatures between bright and dark regions of the twodimensionalbackscatteredintensity. A steplike increasein
intensity with wind speed on March 20 caused a sharp
bright-dark boundary in the imagery as illustrated in Figure

7. Therefore fronts can be easily located in the imagery, and
hence the intensity modulation can be analyzed at areas of
interest near frontal boundaries. Velocity smearing values
were calculated at two atmospheric fronts (March 17 and
March 20). The March 17 subimage spectra provided low
signal-to-clutterratios (--•5 dB), and rr• could not be calculated at the same R/V

ratios across the front on account of

the front boundary configuration.The March 20 front did not
have either of these problems. The S/C ratios varied from 13

to 20 dB and rr• values were calculated at the same R/V
ratios.

The smearing was calculated at three subimages,rectangular areas, on each side of the front on March 20. The
gravity wave pattern was visible on both sides of the front
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0.10

0.05 --

mum differential cross-sectionchange on average is about 3
dB based on the directional wind changes, upwindcrosswind [Feindt et al., 1986]. However, at the boundary
the direction changes from about 35ø to 5ø in a 3-hour
interval, see Figure 6d about 0.1 ø in geographic latitude
(• 15 km) based on a boundary speed of 5 km/h. Therefore
we estimate that the surface wind changed from 6 m/s to 12
m/s in a few kilometers at the boundary. The wind speed
decrease from near 20 m/s to 5 m/s from 0600 UT to 0900 UT

g

o.oo -

is consistentwith the SAR cross-sectionchangesbut inconsistent with the Geosat measurements.

We do not understandthe increasein smearingrrv on the
low-wind side of the boundary of March 20 pass 1, which is
just oppositethe variation expected: increasingwind speeds
-0.05 -are expected to increase the spectral density at intermediatescale waves, causing larger random radial velocities, and
larger velocity smearing(equation (16)). The rrv extracted
estimates near the front boundary are suspectbecause the
significant scatter cannot be explained by the smearing
-0.10
I
I
model used in the present work or by the results of Alpers
-0.10
-0.05
0.00
0.05
0.10
and Briining [1986]. Additional measurementsacross fronts
AzimuthWavenumber(rads/m)
are needed to better understand these unexpected changes.
Four possible explanations are offered: (1) two intermediate
Fig. 9. Intensity spectrum of the image in Figure 7 for R/V =
89.1 at the low-wind side of the front. The circles represent scale wave systems may be present on the low-wind side,
wavelengths from 100 to $00 m in 100-m intervals' the intensity which is possible since the dissipation rate of the intermedicontours are 2 dB intervals.
ate waves is typically longer than the growth rate, (2)
non-Bragg scattering including specular point and wedge
scatteringcausedby the turbulence near the boundary could
with waves traveling near the range direction as illustrated in be significant,(3) the assumed spectral form for the intermeFigure 8. The two-dimensional image spectral peaks across diate scale portion of S w(w, ok)may not be valid acrossthe
the front are similar at all six sub-images;i.e., no change in fronts where waves are generated and dissipated, and (4)
direction across the front. A spectral example is given in Bragg-scatteringwaves may be sensitive to the radar geometry and ocean wind and wave conditions including the
Figure 9 with a peak wavelength of about 200 m at R/V =
89.1, the near-range case. These spectra yield larger smear- intrinsic lifetime of the short waves.
ing on the low-wind side of the front for all three R/V ratios
as shown in Figure 10. The increasein rrv from about 0.53
7.
MINIMUM
WAVELENGTH
MODEL WITH APPLICATION
m/s on the high-wind side to about 0.7 m/s on the low-wind
TO ERS 1 SAR
side over a few kilometers perpendicular to the frontal
One of the primary goalsof the NORCSEX '88 experiment
boundary is unexpected, since equation (16) and Alpers and
Briining [1986] both show larger smearing with increasing
wind speed. This inverse relationship with wind speed
occurs only at the boundary. The SAR-extracted smearingat
the boundary is suspect, while smearing away from the
boundary are considered reliable (see Figure 6 and section
8).
The growth and dissipation rates associatedwith the long
gravity waves (about 100 m to 300 m) are too long for a
significant change over a few kilometers provided that the
wind direction is not parallel to the boundary. However, the
intermediate-scale waves, with wavelengths of about 1 to 10
m, can change over this distance, as is discussedin section
3. Therefore the long gravity waves cannot change within a
few kilometers of the frontal boundary. This suggeststhat
velocity smearing is caused by the intermediate-scalewaves
provided that the same scattering mechanism dominates on
both sides of the frontal boundary.
The surface wind changed from about 6 m/s to about 12
m/s across the boundary based on the SAR, and buoy 4
measurements(see Figure 11). The large gradients in wind
speed are inferred from the SAR measurements. The SAR
cross section changed about 7 dB in a few kilometers. This
change can be caused by two effects: a wind speed change
and/or upwind-crosswind directional changes. The maxi-

was to determine

when

and under

what

conditions

ocean

surfacewaves can be detected by C band SAR. These results
could then be applied to the SAR scheduledfor launch on the
ERS 1 spacecraft. We use the velocity-smearing model
developed in section 3 with the available aircraft SAR
smearing results as a first estimate of gravity wave detect-

0.85

0.80

0.75U = 6 m/sec

0.70
0.650.60-

[]

U = 12 m/sec

0.55-

0.50
80

•V (sec)

Fig. 10. Variation of rrv with R/V ratio on both sides of the
atmosphericfront of March 20, 1988.
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Fig. 11. Directional
wavebuoydataatbuoys
2 and4 andatoilplatform
"WestDelta,"takenat 3-hourintervals.
Thehorizontal
axisgivesthetimeof measurement
relativeto 0000UT onMarch20, 1988.Buoy4 measurements
were
takenbeforeandafterfrontalboundary
passage
near0900UT. Thewindmeasurement
heightis about15m for theoil
platformand3.7 m for buoys2 and4. The windmeasurements
at buoy4 are suspect.

abilityby ERS 1. A correctionto the radar sensedsmearing remainingtwo intermediateR/V showsmearingvaluesbeis required to apply aircraft measurements
to spacecraft tween those of the aforementioned cases. The significant
incidenceangles(seeFigure2). We usemeasured(rv values wave heightwas about4 m and the wind speedwas about8
to estimatethe azimuthcutoffor, equivalently,the minimum m/s at a heightof 4.2 m as measuredat buoy 1. The wave
detectableazimuth wavelength,(Lmin)x;i.e., shorterwave- systemsobservedduringthe aircraftflightswere complex,
lengthswill not be detected.FollowingLyzenga [1986], with three major systemsindicatedby A, B, and C in both
(kmin)
x - 2'n'/(Lmin)
x = 2O'k,and usingequations(9) and the SAR and buoy spectra.The relative changein spectral
(14), we obtain
density(greylevels)betweenthe buoy and SAR spectrais
discussedby Rufenach et al. [this issue].

(Lmin)
x = •r(RIV)trv(7i(O
)

(22)

where(7i(0)= [cos
2 0 + 0.5sin2 0]•/2,whichisbased
on
intermediatescalewaves with an isotropicdirectionaldistri-

bution (see equation(14)). Equation(22) is assumedindependentof the S/C ratio.The S/C ratiosfor the C bandSAR
typicallyvaried from 10 to 20 dB on March 11.
Equation(22) can be comparedwith other aircraft SAR
measurements,which is useful in validating the model.
Indeed, two-dimensional
buoy and SAR spectrawere available on March 11 [Olsen and Barstow, 1988], when the
aircraft flew multidirectional flight paths at two altitudes

overbuoy 1. We selecta rangeof R/V ratiosfrom the March
11 data, R/V = 28, 50, 65, and 110, using two different
rangesfor each of the two altitudes(seepasses1 and 5 in
Figure 12). The SAR spectraare givenin the left and fight
plots,while the centerplot givesthe directionalwavebuoy
spectrarotated into the radar coordinatesas shownin
Figures12a and 12b. The darkerthe greylevels,the greater
the spectraldensity.The two lowestR/V ratios(pass5) are
givenin Figure 12a, and the two higherones(pass1) are
givenin Figure 12b. The lowestR/V (= 28) showsnegligible smearing,whereas the highestR/V (= 110) shows
significant
smearing(azimuthlow-passfiltering)asindicated
by the lack of greylevelsat wavelengths
shorterthanabout
200m alongthe horizontal(azimuth)wave numberaxis.The

The minimumazimuthwavelengthwas scaledfrom Figure
12 for the three largestR/V ratiosas givenin Table 4. These

(Lmin)
x valuesare in agreement
with modelvalues(within
scalingaccuracy)calculatedfrom (22) usingtrv - 0.7 m/s
[Johnsenet al., this issue].Thereforethe model given by
(21), after further validation, could possiblybe used to
estimatetrv from two-dimensional
imagery.
The minimum detectable azimuth-traveling wave is given
as a function of R/V ratio in Figure 13a based on equation

(21) for 0 = 23ø. The minimumwavelengthis displayedon
the verticalaxis andR/V is displayedon the horizontalaxis.
The curvesrepresentdifferentvaluesfor the velocitysmear-

ing trv, varyingfrom 0.4 to 0.7 m/s, whereasthe relevant
R/V for ERS 1 is about 110. Therefore the range of (Lmin)x

is about130m for (rv = 0.4 m/sto 260m for (rv = 0.7 m/s.
However, directions other than azimuth are of interest.
Therefore based on R/V -

110 the minimum wavelength

Lmin asa functionof directionis givenin Figure13b. This
figureis similarto Figure13a exceptit is parameterized
in
(b0ratherthan(%. Figure13bis basedon the relationship
Lmin= (Lmin)x/CøS
((•0)' For example,the minimumwavelengthis 90 m to 180m for wavestraveling(b0= 45øto the
azimuth direction. This modelis a first approximation;hence
as additional data and other models become available it can
be updated.
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Fig. 12. SAR and buoy spectraobtained (a) onMarch 11, pass5, at an altitude of 3650 m and ( b) onMarch 11, pass
1, at 6100 m during the NORCSEX '88 experiment. The buoy spectra were rotated into the radar coordinate system.
The circles indicate wavelengths of 100, 200, and 400 m, while A, B, and C indicate the locations of three wave systems.
The SAR spectrumon the left side of plot is the low incidenceangle, and the spectrumon the right is the high incidence
angle. The center plot is the buoy spectrum.The aircraft flight direction kx is the horizontal axis.

We assumethat •rv is dependenton wind speedwith U •
2-6 m/s correspondingto the lower valuesof •rv = 0.4 m/s
and (Lmin)x --<150 m. Therefore we hypothesizethat ocean

spectra (azimuth cutoff) were calculated using a least
squares fit to a Gaussian spectral shape. Three days were
selected for analysis for a range of wave heights (2 m to 5 m)

wave swell with peak wavelength greater than about 250 m
under light winds will be imaged. This first approximation
neglects velocity bunching. Higher wind speedscause additional smearing until at sufficiently high speeds the swell
waves will be completely smeared out of the image provided
the swell is traveling near the spacecraft ground track.

and wind speeds(2 m/s to 18 m/s). The extracted•rv values,
which are independent of R/V and incidence angle, varied
from 0.4 m/s to 0.7 m/s on the basis of an imagingmodel and

TABLE

4.

March 11 Minimum Detectable Azimuth Wavelength

(Lmin)
x
8.

DISCUSSION

One of the objectives of the C band SAR measurements
and analysis was to extract quantitative estimates of velocity
smearing•rv duringNORCSEX '88 off the Norwegiancoast.
An attempt could then be made to apply these results to the
detectability of ocean waves by the C band SAR scheduled
for launch on the ERS-1 spacecraft in 1991. We obtained
these estimatesby processingimagesof oceangravity waves
into one-dimensional azimuth spectra. The width of these

R/V
50
65
110

O,
deg
59.2
24.3
57.4

(L min)x ,*
m

Gi(O)?

(L min)x ,$
m

100
130
200

0.79
0.96
0.80

87
137
194

*Estimate scaled from two-dimensional image spectra.

?(7/•(0)= cos2 0 + 0.5 sin2 0.
$Estimate based on model given by equation (22) with •rv = 0.7
m/s.
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present work are consistent with an increase in try with
increasingsurface wind speed. The tr• estimates extracted
from the C band imagery do not show a clear dependenceon
wind speed from the limited measurements analyzed. The
significantwave height was nearly constant, H•/3 • 4 m,
whereas the surface wind speed U varied from =6 to 18 m/s
on March 20 when spacecraft altimeter measurements were
coaligned with the aircraft SAR measurements. This condition provided an opportunity to investigate the tr• changes
with wind speed. However, the extracted tr• estimatesand
inferred wind speeds did not show a clear wind speed
dependence.
The smearing within +8 km of the boundary show significant scatter from the expected estimates. Therefore the
inverse relation to wind speed at the boundary is ignored.
We suggest that changes in the intermediate and/or short
Bragg waves cause this observed variation.

The variation of tr• away from the boundary showsa more
systematicvariation (less scatter), which implies less likelihood of a turbulence wind contribution compared to the try
values near the boundary. However, tr,, does not appear
directly related to the surface wind speed away from the
boundary unless one hypothesizes a wind saturation near,
say, U = 10 m/s. Then increasingtr• tends to be consistent
with increasing U (see section 5). This proposed dependence
is primarily based on the results of equation (16) and/or
Alpers and Brl•ning [1986] and is physically reasonable on
the basisof equation (16) provided that the low wind speeds,
about 2-4 m/s, correspond to the equilibrium spectrum and
wind speedsnear 10 m/s correspond to a fully developed sea.
That is, the smearing saturates (constant for further increase
in wind speed) for a fully developed sea; i.e., rr• •

0.112(p[:)
•/2whenU •> 10 m/s.
We use the SAR smearing increase inferred above with
wind speed to propose a first-order model for the velocity
smearing (azimuth cutoff) in SAR imagery. This model is
valid only for the case of ocean wave swell with peak
azimuthkx direction.The resultsin the presentwork assume
a dependence
k•-3, whichis considered
a firstapproxima- wavelength greater than about 250 m, which we assume
tion. Future work could include the investigation of other corresponds to negligible nonlinear velocity bunching. Indeed, velocity bunching decreases with increasing peak
wave height spectral forms.

measured azimuth cutoffs for these 3 days. This smearing
model, equation (6), is fundamentally limited by the assumed
form for the one-dimensional wave height spectrum in the

The equations developed here are not based on a standard
SAR two-scale model where the intermediate wavelengths

wavelength
asA•-•/2based
onlinear
bunching
[e.g.,Alpers,

are contained

We use this smearing model and the C band radarextracted tr• values to estimate the detectability of ocean

within

a standard

radar

resolution

cell as

proposedby others [e.g., Tucker, 1985;Alpers and Brl•ning,
1986]. Instead, it is based on intermediate wavelengths
within a degraded radar resolution cell (see equation (11)).
The proposed dependence implies that increasing velocity
smearing and/or nonlinear velocity bunching increases the
degraded resolution, causing velocity smearing larger than
the smearing within a standard (nondegraded) resolution
cell.

Quantitative estimates of velocity smearing are an important input to models describing the distortion in wave
imagery. Additional SAR measurements and the extracted
smearing estimates are needed to better define the velocity
smearingrange and its dependenceon environmentalparameters including wind speed and significantwave height.

We investigatedthe dependenceof velocity smearingtrv
on surface wind speed. Tucker [1985] and Alpers and Briining [1986] gave smearing dependenceson both wind speed
and wave height. Their results and equation (16) in the

19831.

wave

swell from the C band SAR

scheduled

for launch

on

the ERS 1 spacecraftin 1991. The model and the results from
section 7 suggest the ocean wave swell with a peak wavelength longer than about 250 m should be imaged for light
winds of about 2-4 m/s. Higher wind speedscause additional
smearing until at sufficiently high winds the swell may be
completely smeared out of the image provided that it is
traveling near the spacecraft ground track direction. This
proposed variation could be verified using ERS 1 SAR
measurements.
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